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SHI’A AZAN CLOCK
WITH QIBLA DIRECTION & DISTANCE
(1,500 CITIES & SHI’A AZAN VOICE)

IMPORTANT: This clock provides a convenient means of reminding of prayer times. It is incumbent about the user to frequently confirm the accuracy of the clock and prayer times, Qibla direction and other features to their satisfaction. We recommend using the delta function of the clock to adjust and confirm the Azan timing. For additional information, please visit www.shiaproducts.com

MAIN FEATURES:
1,500 CITIES AZAN TIMES & WORLD TIMES
3 PRAY TIMES ON SCREEN WITH FULL AZAN AUTOMATICALLY
DISPLAY HIJRI AND GREGORIAN CALENDARS SIMULTANEOUSLY
DAILY ALARM
DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
SNOOZE
DC JACK FOR POWER SUPPLY

SHIA AZAN VOICE
QIBLA DIRECTION & DISTANCE
TEMPERATURE (°C/°F)
AUTO ALARM
DELTA FUNCTION
VOLUME CONTROL SWITCH
FULL SCREEN LIGHT

ICON DESCRIPTION
1. GREGORIAN/HIJRI CALENDAR
2. QIBLA DIRECTION
3. CITY NAME
4. DAY(ENGLISH/ARABIA)
5. TEMPERATURE (°C/°F)
6. DAILY ALARM
7. AUTO ALARM
8. AZAN TIMES
9. AZAN ON
10. ACTUAL TIME
11. AZAN VOICE
12. DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
To Program the Clock for your location.

**SELECT THE DESIRED CITY**

1. Press [COUNTRY] to enter country mode, then Press [SET] until the country code icon flashes.
2. Use [UP] or [DOWN] keys to select the desired country (the country names are in alphabetical order.)
3. Press [CITY] to enter city mode, then press [SET]
4. Use [UP] or [DOWN] to select the desired city

*The city names are in alphabetical order. If your city is not listed, please choose the nearest city to your location.

5. Once you have set the location return to [ ] mode to fix the all related data for your selected city.

6. Setting Qibla direction:
   - after selecting the desired city, Qibla direction will appear automatically on left side of the screen.

**SETTLING TIME & CALENDAR**

1. Press [ ] to select Gregorian (Sun symbol)
   Or hold [ ] more than 3 seconds to Set Hijri (Moon symbol) calendar.

2. Press [SET] to adjust the time & calendar in the following sequence:

   ![Time Calendar](image.png)

   (Day will be auto adjusted depend on Gregorian calendar)

3. While the digits (hour, minute, year, month & date) are selected (flashing), press [UP] to increase or [DOWN] to decrease the number & data

   *NOTE*-The hour display can show civilian or military time. While set hour is selected,

**SETTING DELTA TIMES**

It is possible the prayer times shown will not match the prayer times shown on the clock. Compare the prayer times shown on the clock to the prayer times in your city and program the Delta time according to the difference. For Example if the Clock shows Maghrib Time at 6PM, and the prayer time in your area is 6:15PM, then set the delta to +15 Minutes. Please consult the religious authority in your area if the exact prayer times are not known. **As a general precaution, please set the Delta times by 15 Minutes for Fajr and Maghrib Time.**

4. While setting delta-fajr, shuroq, zuhr, magrib, Press [UP] to increase or [DOWN] to decrease the number in the range of –90 to +90 minutes.

**Delta** can change each prayer times by a defined amount of minutes in the range of +90 minutes. For example if you selected delta-fajr of +5, so fajr prayer will be delayed 5 minutes after the fajr time displayed on the screen.

**THIS SETTING WILL BE DISCARDED WHEN YOU CHANGE CITY.**
• After setting Gregorian calendar, Hijri calendar will automatically change according to the astronomical moon sighting on that date. But, when Hijri calendar is adjusted, the Gregorian calendar remains unaffected. Since the Hijri calendar is dependent on moon-sighting in your area, we recommend you set the Calendar as per your location.

To Change the Hijri Calendar, Hold more than Three seconds to enter setting hijri calendar mode, Then use same steps as Gregorian calendar to adjust Hijri calendar.

**SETTING DAILY ALARM**
The daily alarm is a regular alarm that rings at the same time everyday.
1. Press DAILY ALM to enter daily alarm mode
   ( FLASHING), then use the following steps
   To adjust DAILY ALM time.
   Or press DAILY ALM AGAIN to turn off DAILY ALM
   ( disappears)
2. Press SET to change the selection in the following sequence:
   
   HOUR  MINUTE

3. While the digits are selected (flashing), Press UP to increase or DOWN to decrease the setting.
4. After completing the DAILY ALARM time, press to Turn display to time mode.

**SETTING AUTO ALARM**
Every day this feature allows you to remind the prayer exactly On the same time relative to each azan separately. Range from (-) before 59 minutes to (+) after 59 minutes.
For example, suppose to set auto alarm on “-10” For fajr azan, the auto alarm-fajr will automatically be adjusted everyday to ring 10 Minutes before fajr azan.

1. Press AUTO ALM to enter auto alarm mode
2. Press SET to set the AUTO ALARM-FAJR Time.
3. While the digits are selected (flashing), Press UP to increase or DOWN to decrease the number (-59 to +59 minutes).
   Or press AUTO ALM again to turn off AUTO ALM-FAJR ( disappears)
4. Use the above same steps (2&3) to adjust
5. After setting the AUTO ALM time, press to turn back to time mode.

AZAN TIMES & TURN ON/OFF AZAN
1. Press AZAN to enter azan mode.
2. Use SET to select each azan time: Fajr, Shuroq, zuhr, or magrib. (Azan name flashing)
3. Use AZAN to turn on/off each selected azan. Separately (AZAN ON Icon indicator)
   - The Clock will Sound Alarm at Shurooq Time
   - Meanwhile the distance to Makkah (km or mi) will appear on the left down side of screen.
   - Press any key during azan to stop the audio Azan.

TURN DST ON/OFF
Press DST to turn DST on/off for your selected City. (DST on will appear on display)
- In case to turn DST on, azan times will also Adjust automatically.

TEMPERATURE
Temperature measurements are taken automatically.
Press Temp in normal time mode to change the display from Celsius (° C) to Fahrenheit (° F)

SNOOZE FUNCTION
The snooze only be happened if you press any button to stop chime during the daily alarm Ringing, the snooze will ring again with five minutes interval for two times.

VOLUME CONTROL
Use volume control to adjust the volume for sound azan and alarm.

BATTERIES
Replace batteries whenever the alarm sound becomes weak or the display becomes dim or difficult to read. Use brand new alkaline batteries (Not Included) for a long lasting operation. When replacing batteries, replace one battery at a time.

Regular AC/DC adapters also can be used, but make sure that the adapter is about DC_6V, at least 200 mA, and the polarity is positive inside and negative outside, as shown on rear cabinet of clock.

CAUTION
Pressing the RESET button or re-insert batteries again will return all settings to their original Factory values. You should only need to use this Feature if your unit is not operational in a normal manner.